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Strong evidence suggests that memory for emotional information
is much better than for neutral one. Thus, one may expect that
forgetting of emotional information is difficult and requires consider-
able effort. The aim of this item-method directed forgetting functional
magnetic resonance imaging study was to investigate this hypothesis
both at behavioral and neural levels. Directed forgetting effects
were observed for both neutral and emotionally negative Interna-
tional Affective Picture System images. Moreover, recognition rate
of negative to-be-forgotten images was higher than in case of neutral
ones. In the studyphase, intention to forget and successful forgettingof
emotionally negative images were associated with widespread
activations extending from the anterior to posterior regions mainly in
the right hemisphere,whereas in the case of neutral images, theywere
associated with just one cluster of activation in the right lingual gyrus.
Therefore, forgettingofemotional informationseems tobeademanding
process that strongly activates a distributed neural network in the
right hemisphere. In the test phase, in turn, successfully forgotten
images—either neutral or emotionally negative—were associated
with virtually no activation, even at the lowered P value threshold.
These results suggest that intentional inhibition during encoding may
be an efficient strategy to cope with emotionally negative memories.
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Introduction
In everyday life situations, forgetting is often viewed as amemory
failure (Neath and Surprenant 2003). In many cases, however,
forgetting is not just a failure to encode,maintain, and/or retrieve
information but it may have a positive adaptive function as it
prevents irrelevant or outdated information from intruding on
memory (Bjork 1989). In experimental studies on this phenom-
enon, the selection of information to forget and to remember is
aided by explicit cues that enable ﬂexible memory control.
Recently, the directed forgetting paradigm and the think/
no-think paradigm are the major methods used to investigate
the issue of memory control. There are 2 variants of the
directed forgetting paradigm (for a review, see Basden BH and
Basden DR 1996, 1998): item-method (e.g., MacLeod 1989) and
list-method (e.g., Geiselman et al. 1983; Conway et al. 2000).
Both paradigms are concerned with the effect of memory
instruction on subsequent memory performance. They differ,
however, in respect of the memory instruction timing relative
to the study items (Bjork 1972). In the item-method paradigm,
study items are individually cued to-be-remembered (TBR) or
to-be-forgotten (TBF) on a trial-by-trial basis: ‘‘remember’’ (R)
or ‘‘forget’’ (F) instruction follows the presentation of each
study item. In the list-method paradigm, the study items are
split into 2 lists. Following the ﬁrst list (List-1), half of the
participants are told to forget this list of items and the other
half to keep remembering it. The 2 groups then study the
second list (List-2) (e.g., Epstein 1972; Geiselman et al. 1983).
Afterward, memory is unexpectedly tested for all items,
irrespective of the previous memory instructions (MacLeod
1975, 1989). Regardless of which paradigm is used, TBF items
generally show impaired recall compared with TBR items. This
effect is known as the directed forgetting effect (for reviews of
directed forgetting methodologies and their ﬁndings, see
Johnson 1994; Basden BH and Basden DR 1996; Bjork et al.
1998; MacLeod 1998). Whereas both item- and list-methods
produce directed forgetting in recall, the 2 methods dissociate
when items are presented in the recognition test: directed
forgetting is eliminated for the list-method but maintained for
the item-method (Basden et al. 1993; MacLeod 1998). This
difference may suggest that the effect of R and F instructions
within these 2 paradigms may be mediated by distinct
underlying mechanisms (Bjork 1989; Basden et al. 1993). This
observation has resulted in research that compares item-
method tasks with list-method tasks in an effort to discern the
mechanisms through which R and F instructions operate to
inﬂuence later memory performance (Basden et al. 1993;
MacLeod 1999; Conway and Fthenaki 2003).
When the item-method is used, the selective encoding
explanations are generally favored (e.g., Bjork 1972). This
methodology is thought to lead to segregation in memory of
the individually cued TBF and TBR items and selective rehearsal
of only the TBR items (Bjork 1972). This selective encoding
hypothesis suggests that each item is maintained in active
memory until the cue is presented, and then, if the cue is to
remember the item, it is processed further (i.e., rehearsed). In
contrast, when the cue is to forget, then that item is dropped
from active memory and it is not further rehearsed. The
selective encoding explanation that has been applied to the
item-method has not fared so well when applied to the list-
method. In the list-method, participants are initially instructed
to remember the entire list of stimuli. The ability to forget some
stimuli after they have been deeply encoded has been very often
explained by inhibition at the time of retrieval (Bjork 1989;
Basden et al. 2003). The retrieval inhibition account assumes
that F-cued participants engage in active inhibitory processes
that reduce access to List-1 items and, due to the resulting
decrease in these items’ interference potential, facilitate
memory for List-2 items (Geiselman et al. 1983; for alternative
explanations see Sahakyan and Kelley 2002; Sahakyan and
Delaney 2003; Sheard and MacLeod 2005; Ba¨uml et al. 2008). On
re-exposure of stimuli during recognition tests, the retrieval
inhibition is released, and for that reason, the TBF stimuli are
available not only for recognition but also for subsequent recall,
thereby eliminating the directed forgetting effect.
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A recently developed think/no-think paradigm relates well
to the list-method directed forgetting paradigm (Anderson and
Green 2001; Anderson 2003; Anderson et al. 2004; Levy and
Anderson 2008; Anderson and Levy 2009). In this paradigm,
participants initially learn unrelated word pairs and then
complete a retrieval practice phase. On each trial of the
retrieval practice phase, participants are presented with one
word from some of the pairs that they initially learned. On
think trials, they are asked to retrieve the paired word, but on
no-think trials, they are asked to inhibit retrieval of the paired
word. Results of later memory tests indicate that the no-think
phase inhibits memory for the learned word pairs such that the
no-think pairs are less remembered than even unpracticed
pairs. This paradigm is analogous to list-method directed
forgetting because it examines how inhibitory processes can
affect information that was initially encoded as TBR.
Growing interest in brain correlates of forgetting has been
reﬂected in a rapidly increasing number of studies in this ﬁeld.
In the list-method directed forgetting paradigm, Ba¨uml et al.
(2008) explored oscillatory correlates of memory updating.
Measuring electroencephalographies during List-2 encoding,
they identiﬁed 2 effects of the F cue on oscillatory function: an
increase in upper alpha power and a reduction in upper alpha
phase coupling (11--13 Hz). Whereas the increase in power was
related to List-2 enhancement, the reduced phase coupling was
related to List-1 forgetting. Their results pointed to neural
origins of forgetting and showed that alpha oscillations play
a critical role in intentional updating of episodic memory, being
related to top--down processes and active inhibitory function.
In addition, an increase in the amount of postcue encoding led
to an increase in List-1 forgetting but did not affect List-2
enhancement (Pasto¨tter and Ba¨uml 2010).
In the item-method directed forgetting study, Paz-Caballero
et al. (2004) investigated brain activity related to the process-
ing of F and R instructions as revealed by the event-related
potentials (ERPs). The subjects were subdivided into low- and
high-forget effect groups. The F cue elicited early enhanced
positive activity in the frontal and prefrontal areas only in the
high-forget effect group, probably reﬂecting the activation of
inhibitory processes in this subgroup. On the other hand, no
ERP effects were found in the low-forget effect subjects: the
group that still remembered a large number of items. Nowicka,
Jednoro´g, Marchewka, and Brechmann (2009), in turn,
examined whether the ability to correctly recollect a high
number of TBF stimuli is reﬂected in the structure of brain
regions involved in both memory and the control of retrieval
processes, in the item-method directed forgetting paradigm. In
subjects with high recognition rates for TBF stimuli, voxel-
based morphometry revealed increased gray matter volume in
the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and the right hippo-
campus. In addition, gray matter volume in these regions
correlated positively with the TBF recognition rate, indicating
that the right hippocampus and left ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex are of particular relevance in releasing TBF items from
inhibition caused by the F instruction. Hsieh et al. (2009)
investigated ERPs time locked to study items and to R/F cues in
relation to the subsequent recognition performance. The study
items in the directed forgetting task did not yield reliable
subsequent memory effects. However, the R/F cues gave rise to
ERPs that were predictive of the subsequent recognition
performance. Speciﬁcally, F cues yielded ERPs that were more
positive going over anterior brain regions, conﬁrming results
reported by Paz-Caballero et al. (2004). Interestingly, in the
test/retrieval phase of item-method directed forgetting studies,
the absence of the old/new effect for correctly retrieved TBF
items was reported (Ullsperger et al. 2000; Nowicka, Jednoro´g,
Wypych, and Marchewka 2009), whereas forgotten TBF words
yielded ERPs that were more negative going than ERPs for
correctly rejected new items: the reversed old/new effect
(Nowicka, Jednoro´g, Wypych, and Marchewka 2009; Van Hooff
et al. 2009). These ﬁndings may indicate the presence of some
inhibitory processes activated by the F instruction at the time
of encoding.
Two functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies
investigated activations during the study phase of the item-
method directed forgetting paradigm (Reber et al. 2002; Wylie
et al. 2008). Whereas Reber et al. (2002) were interested in
differentiating encoding effort and encoding success during
the study phase (they reported activations associated only with
R instruction and subsequently recalled stimuli, irrespective of
memory instruction), Wylie et al. (2008) focused on the
question whether forgetting may be viewed as an active
process. In their study, correct/incorrect responses made
during the recognition of TBR and TBF words in the test
phase were used post hoc to separate single trials with R/F
instruction during the study phase that resulted in actual
remembering/forgetting. F instruction contrasted with R
instruction revealed activations in superior medial, middle
frontal, middle temporal, and parahippocampal gyri. When
contrasted with unintentional forgetting, intentional forget-
ting was associated with increased activity in the middle
frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, and parahippocampal
gyrus.
In the think/no-think study, Anderson and Green (2001)
showed that forgetting 1) increases with the number of times
the speciﬁc memory is avoided, 2) resists incentives for
accurate recall, and 3) is caused by processes that suppress
the memory itself. Anderson et al. (2004), in turn, used fMRI to
contrast brain activity during no-think and think trials and
found that suppressing retrieval (i.e., controlling unwanted
memories) was associated with increased activations of the
lateral prefrontal cortex, which could reduce activity in the
hippocampus, thereby impairing retention of unwanted mem-
ories. Individual differences in the efﬁcacy of executive control
mechanisms may underlie variation in how well people control
intrusive memories (Levy and Anderson 2008; Anderson and
Levy 2009). Using the think/no-think paradigm, Bergstro¨m
et al. (2007) recently examined the ERP correlates of retrieval
and of avoiding retrieval. The main ﬁnding of the study of
Bergstro¨m et al. (2007) was that a parietal positivity was
attenuated for learned no-think trials in comparison to learned
think trials. That attenuation of the parietal activity was
conﬁrmed by Mecklinger et al. (2009). Findings of the think/
no-think ERP studies correspond to the absence of the old/new
effect, or the presence of the reversed old/new effect, found in
the item-method ERP studies of directed forgetting.
An interesting issue is whether such ﬂexible memory control
leading to successful forgetting is effective in case of emotional
information, the negative one in particular. It is well
documented that the emotional nature of events or test items
strongly inﬂuences human memory. Memories for emotional
stimuli have a persistence and vividness that other memories
seem to lack (Christianson 1992). Memory performance has
often been found to be greater for emotionally arousing than
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neutral stimuli (Rubin and Friendly 1986; Bradley et al. 1992;
Palomba et al. 1997; Ochsner 2000). Speciﬁcally, the recall of
emotionally negative items is enhanced relative to the recall of
neutral items (e.g., Danion et al. 1995; Phelps et al. 1997).
Several cognitive factors have been hypothesized to account
for this effect, including enhanced attention for emotional
stimuli, greater elaboration during encoding of emotional
stimuli, their greater distinctiveness, and the increased re-
hearsal of these stimuli (Reisberg and Heuer 1992). Thus, if the
memory for emotional stimuli is so strong, it is likely that
forgetting them will be relatively difﬁcult.
Behavioral studies on intentional forgetting in the context of
emotion have revealed inconsistent ﬁndings. Many of these
studies were focused on investigating clinical disorders such as
obsessive--compulsive disorder (Wilhelm et al. 1996), depres-
sion (Joormann et al. 2005; Cottencin et al. 2008), borderline
personality disorder (Korﬁne and Hooley 2000), autism
spectrum disorder (Gaig and Bowler 2008), and posttraumatic
stress disorder (McNally et al. 1998; Zoellner et al. 2003). Some
of them report normal directed forgetting effects for emotional
stimuli (Wilhelm et al. 1996; McNally et al. 1998; McNally et al.
1999; Dumont 2000; Elzinga et al. 2000; Korﬁne and Hooley
2000; Moulds and Bryant 2002; Tolin et al. 2002; DePrince and
Freyd 2004; Devilly et al. 2007) or even stronger effects for
emotional than neutral items (Moulds and Bryant 2005),
whereas others report no directed forgetting effects for
emotional material (Myers and Derakshan 2004; Payne and
Corrigan 2007). These discrepant results may result from
differences in groups of tested subjects (only clinical, e.g.,
depressed groups, without a control group vs. clinical and
control groups), applied paradigms of directed forgetting (list-
method vs. item-method), stimuli used (words vs. complex
colored images), and, ﬁnally, emotional content of stimuli
(positive and negative compared with neutral vs. positive
compared with negative).
Interestingly, Joslyn and Oakes (2005) demonstrated directed
forgetting for stimuli as complex as autobiographical events.
Using a 2-week diary paradigm, they compared recall between
a group of participants who were directed to forget Week 1
memories (F group) and a group who did not receive the forget
instruction (R group). Generally, the F group remembered
fewer items from Week 1 than did the R group. The effect was
observed both for negative and positive valence events, as well
as for high-- and low--emotional intensity events. These ﬁndings
were replicated by Barnier et al. (2007) who observed directed
forgetting effects for autobiographical memories, irrespective of
their emotional content (the F instruction impaired negative,
positive, and neutral memories equally).
The only fMRI study that investigated the issue of emotional
information forgetting was done in the think/no-think para-
digm (Depue et al. 2007). In that study, faces were used as cues
and pictures of aversive scenes as targets. Aversive scenes were
images taken from International Affective Picture System (IAPS)
(Lang et al. 2001). Suppression of retrieval of aversive scenes in
no-think trials was associated with increased activation in
a number of frontal regions in the right hemisphere and
reduced activation in the amygdala—a structure implicated in
emotion processing. Importantly, during no-think trials, both
the hippocampus and amygdala were not only less engaged
than during think trials but also even less active than when
people simply viewed an empty screen. These results suggest
that overriding retrieval involves active disengaging of these
brain regions. However, in this study, all targets were aversive
images; thus, it was not possible to compare whether
suppressing of emotionally negative memories and suppressing
of neutral memories are associated with activations in the
overlapping brain regions.
The aim of this directed forgetting fMRI study was to
investigate the issue of forgetting of emotional and neutral
information at both the behavioral and neural levels. Even if
there is no difference between emotional and neutral items in
directed forgetting effects or there is no directed forgetting
effect for emotional material, some changes related to
forgetting of such information might be observed at the neural
level. Following Depue et al. (2007) and Payne and Corrigan
(2007), we decided to use IAPS images as a set of emotional and
neutral stimuli.
As we were interested in how encoding and retrieval
processes contribute to intentional forgetting, fMRI data were
collected during both the study phase and the recognition
(test) phase. During the study phase, our attention was focused
on changes in brain activity associated with the F instruction
that resulted in successful forgetting, as revealed post hoc by
the behavioral results from the recognition phase. In addition,
we tested whether intentional forgetting differs from in-
cidental forgetting (i.e., R trials that were unsuccessful and
led to forgetting), the former resulting from the subjects’
conscious action and the latter being due to memory failure.
Speciﬁcally, we aimed to determine whether successful
forgetting of emotional stimuli engages similar brain regions
as the forgetting of neutral stimuli. We hypothesized that if
forgetting of emotional images is more difﬁcult than forgetting
of neutral information, it may be associated with stronger/more
widespread activations. This prediction is based on numerous
studies showing that the more difﬁcult the task the stronger/
larger the activations (e.g., Gould et al. 2003; Erickson et al.
2007). Based on the study of Wylie et al. (2008), activations
associated with forgetting may be expected within frontal and
temporal regions. However, in the study of Wylie et al. (2008),
words served as TBF and TBR stimuli, whereas in our study, we
used IAPS images. For this reason, we expected to ﬁnd some
additional activations in more posterior regions, involved in
visual processing (e.g., Lang et al. 1998; Britton et al. 2006).
During the recognition phase of the study, we investigated
brain activity related to intentionally forgotten (TBF and
actually forgotten) and incidentally forgotten (TBR but
forgotten) emotional and neutral stimuli. We were interested
to see whether processing of intentionally and incidentally
forgotten stimuli differs when compared with correctly
rejected new stimuli (the behavioral response was the same
for all these stimuli: subjects indicated that they were new to
them) and whether the emotional content matters. Assuming
that forgetting of emotional stimuli is difﬁcult and requires
considerable effort, we expected that forgotten emotional
items might still leave some memory traces that would result in
signiﬁcant activations in structures involved in memory and/or
processing of emotional stimuli.
Materials and Methods
Subjects
Twenty-three healthy right-handed subjects (mean age 27.1 years)
participated in the study. All subjects gave their written informed
consent to the study, which was approved by the Ethical Committee of
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the University of Magdeburg. They were undergraduates, PhD students,
or young employees of the University of Magdeburg. The data from 7
subjects were excluded from fMRI analyses because of a high number
( >20%) of missed trials, that is, trials with no response (4 subjects) or
the small number ( <5) of trials of a given type (3 subjects). The mean
age of the remaining 16 subjects (8 females) was 26.6.
Procedures
The set of stimuli consisted of images taken from the IAPS (Lang et al.
2001). Stimuli (image size 1024 3 768 pixels) were displayed using
Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems) and back projected
to a mirror system mounted on the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scanner head coil. Two classes of stimuli were selected according to
the original scores (Lang et al. 2001): emotionally negative with low
valence (mean = 2.78, standard deviation [SD] = 0.91) and high arousal
(mean = 5.73, SD = 1.12) and emotionally neutral with relatively high
valence (mean = 6.03, SD = 1.54) and low arousal (mean = 3.78, SD =
1.41). Stimuli were fully counterbalanced with respect to their content,
valence, and arousal between the study and test phases and between
TBF and TBR conditions. Emotionally negative images depicted such
basic emotions as fear and disgust.
The study consisted of 2 parts. In the ﬁrst part (study phase), 120
pictures (60 neutral and 60 emotionally negative) were presented to
each subject; half were followed by the R instruction and the other half
by the F instruction. These instructions were given visually. The order
of experimental trials was pseudorandom with the constraint of no
more than 3 consecutive trials with the same type of instruction or the
same type of stimulus. The sequence of events in a single experimental
trial was following: an image was displayed for 500 ms, followed by the
ﬁxation cross (1500 ms) and then the memory instruction (i.e., the
word REMEMBER or FORGET) was presented for 1500 ms. The postcue
length lasted 6, 6.5, or 7 s. It varied pseudorandomly from trial to trial,
with equal probability of each of them.
In the second part (test phase), all stimuli were re-presented and
mixed pseudorandomly with new pictures (60 neutral and 60
emotionally negative). Subjects had to categorize each picture,
irrespective of the F/R instruction, as old (displayed in the study
phase) or new using a standard response pad. Trials were mixed
pseudorandomly and fully counterbalanced with respect to all
experimental conditions (old/new and emotionally negative/neutral
stimuli). All images were presented for 500 ms, with the interstimulus
interval of 6, 6.5, or 7 s.
Imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging was carried out using a 3-Tesla Trio MRI
scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions) equipped with an 8-channel
phased array coil. Detailed anatomical data of the whole brain were
acquired using a multiplanar rapidly acquired gradient echo sequence
with 1.0-mm isotropic resolution. Functional images were acquired
using an echo planar imaging pulse sequence (ﬁeld of view 224 mm,
matrix 64 3 64, slice thickness 3.5 mm, time echo 30 ms, time
repetition 2000 ms, ﬂip angle 80). Thirty-four contiguous, oblique--
axial images oriented parallel to the anterior--posterior commissural
plane were acquired with a total of 397 volumes during the study phase
and 673 brain volumes during test phase.
fMRI Data Analysis
Behavioral data were used to sort the fMRI data based on the memory
instruction and behavioral outcome. Imaging data were analyzed using
Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8,WellcomeDepartment of
Cognitive Neurology). First, functional images were motion corrected.
Then, the structural images from single subjects were coregistered to the
mean functional images. The uniﬁed normalization routine was con-
ducted (Crinion et al. 2007) with voxel size 2 3 2 3 2 mm. Finally, data
were smoothedwith the8-mmfull-width, half-maximumGaussiankernel.
Timings for all experimental conditions were entered into the design
matrix. The hemodynamic response was modeled using canonical
hemodynamic response function implemented in SPM software
(Friston 2003). Changes in blood oxygen level--dependent (BOLD)
signal were assessed both for memory instruction and the postcue
period. The correction for multiple comparisons was achieved by
including a cluster-level threshold of 10 contiguous voxels family-wise
error (FWE) corrected, at P < 0.05. Small volume correction, as
implemented in SPM8, was used where we had prior hypotheses. In
such cases, we interrogated a spherical volume corresponding to
number of active voxels within a peak of cluster activation (radius = 10
mm). For this small volume, a cluster of 10 contiguous voxels was
sufﬁcient to correct for multiple comparisons.
The Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates were translated to
Talairach space using icbm2tal transform (Lancaster et al. 2007). Then,
TalairachClient 2.4.2 was used to identify the activated structures
(Lancaster et al. 2000; www.talairach.org).
In this study, stimuli presented to the subject were characterized by
2 factors: the absence/presence of emotional content and the memory
instruction that followed each stimulus during the encoding (study
phase). All analyses were performed in a way that enabled us to
compare the inﬂuence of 2 different memory instructions combined
with a speciﬁc behavioral outcome (correct or incorrect) while
keeping the emotional content constant.
Results
Behavioral Results
Analyses of behavioral results were done for the whole group of
tested subjects (23), and then these analyses were repeated for
the group of 16 subjects who were included into fMRI analyses.
In this way, we wanted to check whether exclusion of 7 out of
23 subjects (this was done to satisfy the requirements of sufﬁcient
number of trials for fMRI analyses) inﬂuenced the pattern of
behavioral results. Below are presented results for both groups.
Group of 23 Subjects
Following Wylie et al. (2008), the effectiveness of the directed
forgetting paradigm was checked by analyzing trials with
subjects’ responses, indicating that a given stimulus was ‘‘old.’’
Thus, recognition rates for TBR and TBF stimuli and false alarms
(new stimuli judged as old ones) were analyzed using analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with type of stimulus (TBR_R, TBF_R, and
false alarms) and type of emotion (negative and neutral) as
factors. It revealed a signiﬁcant main effect of both factors (the
type of stimulus: F2,21 = 97.47, P < 0.001 and emotion: F1,22 =
15.93, P < 0.001) and their interaction (F2,21 = 5.62, P <
0.05). Planned contrasts of the directed forgetting effect
revealed that recognition rate for TBR items was signiﬁcantly
higher than that for TBF items (64.5%, SD = 3.6 vs. 51%, SD =
3.2, P < 0.001). This result clearly indicated that the R
instruction and the F instruction exerted expected inﬂuence
on TBR and TBF images, respectively. However, the correct
recognition rate for TBF was signiﬁcantly higher than the false
alarms’ rate (P < 0.001). The latter ﬁnding undermines the
supposition that the near-chance TBF recognition rate
reﬂected just random responding: although participants recog-
nized fewer TBF than TBR images, they did, in fact, recognize
a signiﬁcant number of TBF items. Interestingly, directed
forgetting effect was signiﬁcant for both neutral and emotion-
ally negative images (P < 0.001 and P < 0.005, respectively). On
the other hand, emotional content of images facilitated correct
recognition of TBF (P < 0.05) and induced more false alarms
(P < 0.001). Results are presented in Figure 1A.
Group of 16 Subjects
Generally, ﬁndings obtained for the whole group of participants
were replicated in the ﬁnal group of subjects for which fMRI
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analyses were performed (see Fig. 1B). Speciﬁcally, ANOVA
with type of stimulus (TBR_R, TBF_R, and false alarms) and
type of emotion (negative and neutral) as factors revealed
a signiﬁcant main effect of both factors (the type of stimulus:
F2,14 = 123.14, P < 0.001 and emotion: F1,15 = 11.92, P < 0.005)
and their interaction (F2,14 = 14.06, P < 0.001). A signiﬁcant
directed forgetting effect was observed: recognition rate for
TBR items was signiﬁcantly higher than that for TBF items
(72.8%, SD = 2.5 vs. 56.9%, SD = 3.5, P < 0.001), as revealed by
planned contrasts. The directed forgetting effect was signiﬁ-
cant for both neutral and emotionally negative images (P <
0.001 and P < 0.005, respectively). Again the correct
recognition rate for TBF was signiﬁcantly higher than the false
alarms’ rate (P < 0.001), thus indicating that subjects were not
responding at random level. Again the recognition rate of
emotionally negative TBF images was higher than the recog-
nition rate for neutral TBF images (P < 0.05). The results are
presented in Figure 1B.
fMRI Results
Study Phase
Since the major goal of this study was to trace brain correlates
of forgetting of emotional material—especially intentional
forgetting—the initial analyses directly contrasted the inﬂu-
ence of the F and R instruction in separate trials with
presentations of emotionally negative and neutral IAPS images.
Table 1 summarizes the fMRI results from the study phase. The
results of the F > R contrast revealed clear differences between
the forgetting of emotional and neutral items (Fig. 2A). In the
case of emotionally negative images, forgetting such stimuli
resulted in the strong activation of a distributed neural network
comprising regions of the frontal (Brodmann area [BA] 6),
temporal (BA 21), parietal (BA 7), occipital (BA 18 and BA 19),
and limbic lobes, located mainly in the right hemisphere (see
Table 1). Speciﬁcally, the right cuneus, the right precuneus, and
the right parahippocampal gyrus were among structures
activated by the subjects’ intention to forget emotional
material. In the case of neutral images, however, an effort to
forget led to just one cluster of activation in the right lingual
gyrus in the occipital lobe. The total number of voxels activated
by F instruction were 3245 and 47 for trials with emotional and
neutral images, respectively.
In addition, successful intentional forgetting (F_F) and
incidental forgetting (R_F) were directly compared, again
separately for the 2 types of stimuli. In the case of emotionally
negative stimuli, this comparison revealed activations of frontal
(BA 6, middle frontal gyrus; BA 10, superior frontal gyrus),
parietal (BA 40, inferior parietal lobule), and occipital (BA 19,
fusiform gyrus; BA 18, lingual gyrus; BA 19, cuneus) regions of
the brain, whereas in the case of neutral images, only the
lingual gyrus (BA 17) was active (Table 1, Fig. 2B).
Test Phase
fMRI analyses during the test phase of the experiment were
focused on TBF_F and TBR_F trials. Direct contrasts between
intentionally forgotten (TBF_F) and new images (correct
rejection) revealed virtually no activation accompanying either
neutral or emotionally negative images (Fig. 3). Similarly, no
activation was observed for incidentally forgotten neutral and
emotionally negative (TBR_F) images contrasted with new
images (Fig. 3). Thus, intentionally and incidentally forgotten
stimuli did not differ from correctly classiﬁed new images at
Figure 1. Percentage of correctly recognized TBR and TBF images (TBR_R and
TBF_R, respectively) and percentage of false alarms. (A) all participants (23), (B) the
group of 16 subjects included into fMRI analyses. Bars represent SD; E, emotionally
negative images; N, neutral images.
Table 1
The study phase—regions of significant activations
Contrast BA X Y Z T statistic Voxels
Emotional images
F[ R
R, parietal lobe, precuneus 7 8 68 40 6.01a 3190
L, occipital lobe, lingual gyrus 18 22 76 12 5.89a
R, occipital lobe, cuneus 19 4 84 28 5.65a
R, temporal lobe, middle temporal gyrus 21 48 2 32 5.01b 37
R, limbic lobe, parahippocampal gyrus 20 62 6 28 4.96b 18
R, frontal lobe, middle frontal gyrus 6 22 16 50 4.09b 10
F_F[ R_F
R, occipital lobe, fusiform gyrus 19 20 84 12 4.97a 944
L, occipital lobe, lingual gyrus 18 16 80 10 4.12a 255
L, occipital lobe, fusiform gyrus 19 28 76 12 4.12a
R, frontal lobe, middle frontal gyrus 6 44 10 52 4.02b 196
R, frontal lobe, superior frontal gyrus 10 12 66 20 3.83b 21
R, parietal lobe, inferior parietal lobule 40 50 58 46 3.58b 57
Neutral images
F[ R
R, occipital lobe, lingual gyrus 17 12 86 2 4.94a 47
F_F[ R_F
R, occipital lobe, lingual gyrus 17 16 86 0 3.60a 11
P\ 0.05, FWE corrected; aexploratory analyses; bsmall volume correction; F, ‘‘forget’’ instruction;
R, ‘‘remember’’ instruction; F_F, successful F instruction (F instruction leading to intentional
forgetting); R_R, successful R instruction; R_F, unsuccessful R instruction (R instruction leading to
incidental forgetting). Activations are given in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates.
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the neural level: the behavioral responses were the same for
TBF_F, TBR_F, and new items. In each case, a lack of activation
was observed not only for P values that were FWE corrected,
but also even if P values were uncorrected for multiple repe-
titions, uncorrected P values were lowered, and the extent
threshold k was set at 0 voxels.
Discussion
The main goal of this study was to investigate the differences
between intentional forgetting of emotionally negative and
neutral information. The behavioral ﬁndings indicated that
signiﬁcant directed forgetting effects were present both for
emotionally negative and neutral IAPS images: more TBR
images were recalled than TBF images. However, the recogni-
tion rate of TBF was higher in the case of emotionally negative
stimuli in comparison to neutral stimuli, that is, less TBF
negative images were forgotten than neutral ones. Our
behavioral ﬁndings are in line with ﬁndings of other studies
that report directed forgetting effects for emotional informa-
tion (Wilhelm et al. 1996; McNally et al. 1998, 1999; Dumont
2000; Elzinga et al. 2000; Korﬁne and Hooley 2000; Moulds and
Bryant 2002, 2005; Tolin et al. 2002; DePrince and Freyd 2004;
Joslyn and Oakes 2005; Barnier et al. 2007; Devilly et al. 2007).
At the neural level, stark differences in the forgetting of
emotional and neutral information were observed during the
study phase of the experiment. The intention to forget
emotionally negative pictures, whether it was successful or
not, resulted in strong activations involving the middle frontal
gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, precu-
neus and cuneus in the right hemisphere, and lingual gyrus in
both hemispheres. However, the intention to forget neutral
images resulted solely in activation of the right lingual gyrus.
Interestingly, the comparison of intentional forgetting (suc-
cessful F instruction) and incidental forgetting (unsuccessful
R instruction) again revealed strong activation of a distributed
network involving the middle frontal gyrus, superior frontal
gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, fusiform gyrus, and lingual gyrus
in the case of negative pictures but only a single cluster of
activations in the lingual gyrus in the case of neutral pictures.
These ﬁndings indicate that at the neural level, intentional
forgetting can be readily distinguished from forgetting as
Figure 2. The study phase. (A) Effect of memory instruction: intention to forget contrasted with intention to remember (F instruction[R instruction for all trials); (B) comparison
of intentional and incidental forgetting (F_F[ R_F); left panel, emotionally negative images; right panel, neutral images. Significant group activations are superimposed on
a normalized single subject’s T1 image.
Figure 3. The test (recognition) phase - the lack of activation for intentionally and
incidentally forgotten items. The same image applies to 4 contrasts: TBF_F vs. CR and
TBR_F vs. CR for neutral images and TBF_F vs. CR and TBR_F vs. CR for emotionally
negative images. TBF_F are forgotten TBF images, TBR_F are forgotten TBR images and
CR are correct rejections (i.e., new/unstudied images correctly classified as new).
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a result of memory failure. However, in the test (recognition)
phase, neutral or emotionally negative images that had been
forgotten, either intentionally or incidentally, did not differ
from newly encountered images, as revealed both by the
subjects’ response and the lack of activations. Thus, forgotten
items, whether they were emotional or not, did not leave
memory traces visible as changes in BOLD signal.
Our behavioral and fMRI ﬁndings provide converging
evidence indicating that forgetting of emotional information
is more difﬁcult (less negative TBF was forgotten) and more
effortful (widely distributed network was associated with
either intention to forget or actual successful forgetting) than
forgetting of neutral information. Forgetting, in general, may be
viewed as an effortful process that is cognitively more
demanding than is remembering (Fawcett and Taylor 2008).
Our ﬁndings extend this notion indicating that in case of
emotional material, forgetting is even more effortful, and they
are in line with studies showing that the more difﬁcult the task
the larger the activations (e.g., Gould et al. 2003; Landau et al.
2004; Kelly and Garavan 2005; Erickson et al. 2007). Finally,
results of our study favor the idea that processes activated by
F instruction and occurring during the study phase are indis-
pensable and sufﬁcing for successful forgetting in the item-
method directed forgetting paradigm.
The latter notion is directly related to the question whether
the differential memory performance for TBR and TBF items in
item-method directed forgetting paradigm is solely due to
differential encoding of TBR and TBF items or whether
multiple mechanisms (e.g., operating at retrieval) underlie the
effects of intentional forgetting (Johnson 1994; Zacks and
Hasher 1994; Anderson and Neely 1996). The rationale for
different encoding hypothesis comes from the notion that R
and F instructions may serve as cues used by subjects to decide
how to process the item during encoding. If the item is cued
TBR, subjects engage in more elaborate encoding, but if it is
cued TBF, subjects do no devote further encoding efforts.
Inefﬁcient encoding may subsequently result in forgetting.
Thus, TBR items may be viewed as deeply encoded stimuli in
contrast to shallowly encoded TBF items. Following this line of
reasoning, Ullsperger et al. (2000) directly addressed this issue
by comparing the ERPs for TBF and TBR words with the ERPs
for shallowly and deeply encoded words. Both deeply and
shallowly encoded stimuli elicited similar effects (i.e., the old/
new effect) that differed only quantitatively, whereas TBR and
TBF stimuli elicited signiﬁcantly different ERP effects—the
typical old/new effect for TBR items and absence of such effect
in case of TBF items. Ullsperger et al. (2000) concluded that
their results may suggest that differential encoding alone
cannot account for the effects of directed forgetting, and they
proposed that items followed by the F instruction become
inhibited and less accessible and, therefore, more difﬁcult to
retrieve.
In our study, inhibition triggered by an intention to forget
emotionally negative IAPS images resulted in strong activation
of a distributed neural network, extending from anterior to
posterior brain regions. The involvement of frontal cortex in
this network seems to be apparent. The frontal cortex hosts
a rich variety of cognitive and affective functions and therefore
constitutes an area in which attention, memory, and different
emotional processes interact (Carretie´ et al. 2009). More
speciﬁcally, prefrontal regions mediate inhibitory memory
control as indicated by neuropsychological research showing
that inhibitory deﬁcits in memory are associated with
dysfunction of prefrontal circuits (Shimamura 1994). Patients
with frontal lobe injuries (especially in the right hemisphere)
suffer impairments in intentionally initiating inhibitory memory
processes (Conway and Fthenaki 2003). Regions within BA 6,
associated with intention to forget in our study, receive
multimodal inputs (Picard and Strick 2001) and are activated
by visual selective attention (Kastner and Ungerleider 2000)
and by cognitive tasks that demand updating in memory (Picard
and Strick 2001). Moreover, Li et al. (2006) reported that more
efﬁcient response inhibition in a stop-signal task is associated
with activations including BA 6 region. On the other hand,
some studies (e.g., Mecklinger et al. 2009) reported a close
resemblance between inhibitory control of unwanted memo-
ries and inhibitory control of prepotent motor responses (they
were signiﬁcantly correlated). Interestingly, in our study,
frontal activations were present only for negative IAPS images
and absent for neutral IAPS images. The lack of frontal
activations observed for neutral stimuli may be a consequence
of similar involvement of frontal regions in F and R trials,
indicating, for instance, that monitoring functions may be
active to the same extent in both types of trials.
One may ask, however, why structures other than prefrontal
cortex were associated with forgetting. Inhibition, in general, is
postulated to be a mechanism by which the prefrontal cortex
exerts its effects on subcortical and posterior cortical regions
to implement executive control (Aron et al. 2004). Thus, one of
plausible explanations of posterior region activations refers to
the top--down control (Bar et al. 2006). In the directed
forgetting paradigm, the F instruction may initiate inhibitory
processes in the frontal regions that may exert some inﬂuence
on posterior regions of the brain, linked to visual processing, in
a top--down manner. Another reason why posterior activations
were associated with presentation of F instruction is the
plausible process of visualization/imagination of TBF items. In
the F trials of our experiment, the F instruction might initiate
not only the process of active stopping/interrupting of
encoding but also process of visualization/imagination of TBF
images—when receiving F instruction, subjects may recollect/
visualize an item presented in that F trial in order to ensure
which stimulus is supposed TBF. Both processes, that is,
process of visualization/imagination and process of active
stopping of image encoding, may be associated with activations
in posterior regions that were associated with intentional
forgetting in our study: the lingual and parahippocampal gyri
that were shown to be involved in novel picture encoding
(Rombouts et al. 1999) and the precuneus, a region involved in
internal imagery (Knauff et al. 2003; for review, see Cavanna
and Trimble 2006).
Differences between forgetting of neutral and negative
images may be related to differences in attentional mechanisms
involved in processing of these 2 types of stimuli. Directed
forgetting has also been described as resulting from attentional
inhibition of information during encoding (Zacks et al. 1996).
Zacks et al. (1996) argued that attentional mechanisms are
engaged to expunge TBF words from working memory and to
prevent their reactivation. In other words, when the process
triggered by F instruction wins the race against the intention to
remember, it may do so because it activates attentional control
mechanisms. Generally, attentional inhibition is deﬁned as the
suppression of irrelevant information so that it will not enter to
the working memory (Hasher and Zacks 1988). This hypothesis
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emphasizes the active inhibition of TBF items. Such an
attentional inhibition may be less efﬁcient and more difﬁcult
for negative stimuli due to attentional bias in processing of
emotional information. A growing body of evidence documents
that attention is mainly directed toward emotional—especially
negative—stimulation (Hansen CH and Hansen RD 1988; Pratto
and John 1991; Lang et al. 1997; Mogg and Bradley 1998; Fox
et al. 2000; Carretie´ et al. 2001). This effect is called the
negativity bias (for review, see Carretie´ et al. 2009). Emotional
stimuli capture attention with the ease and are effectively
processed even when attention is limited (Fox et al. 2001,
O¨hman et al. 2001). Negative stimuli appear to preferentially
make use of the magnocellular pathway to rapidly reach
subcortical and cortical processing areas (Vuilleumier et al.
2003; Pourtois et al. 2005; Vuilleumier and Driver 2007). Insula,
which is among these areas (Gallese et al. 2004), receives
inputs from the thalamus (Critchley 2005) and also the visual
cortex (Gallese et al. 2004). It also sends back projections to
the visual cortex (Rodman and Consuelos 1994), which is
probably the reason why several studies have found a greater
response to negative than to nonnegative stimuli in posterior
brain regions (e.g., Carretie´ et al. 2001, 2008; Moura˜o-Miranda
et al. 2003; Pourtois et al. 2005). Activations of the visual cortex
appear to involve mainly regions such as the posterior middle
temporal gyrus and parietal visual areas (Lang et al. 1998;
Carretie´ et al. 2001, 2008). In addition, increasing emphasis has
been recently placed on interactions of emotion with
elaborative, attentional, and sensory processes supported by
regions of the prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex, and fusiform/
parahippocampal gyri (e.g., Dolcos et al. 2004; Kensinger et al.
2007; Talmi et al. 2008; for a review, see Dolcos and Denkova
2008). Interestingly, all these regions were associated with
intention to forget negative stimuli in our study.
Mechanisms involved in directed forgetting effects for
stimuli more complex than words, like colored pictures, are
a matter of debate (Hauswald and Kissler 2008; Hourihan et al.
2009; Quinlan et al. 2010). Speciﬁcally, a question arises
whether selective rehearsal is possible for nonverbal informa-
tion. Recently, Quinlan et al. (2010) compared item-method
directed forgetting of pictures and words that were the verbal
label (or name) of each picture. In their experiment, subjects
studied either pictures or words and were tested with either
pictures or words, resulting in 4 conditions. When pictures
were presented at study, a directed forgetting effect was
evident at test (regardless of whether words or pictures were
presented at test). The magnitude of the directed forgetting
effect was reduced for studied pictures, relative to studied
words, but the effect was present in all conditions. However, as
Quinlan et al. (2010) pointed out in their discussion, the
pictures that they used were highly nameable (indeed, the
pictures were highly nameable by design, to permit testing of
studied pictures using words, and vice versa). Thus, in their
study, rehearsal referred rather to labels than to pictures per se.
Hauswald and Kissler (2008) found a small-magnitude directed
forgetting effect for more complex nonverbal stimuli (colored
scenic photographs) that—in their opinion—cannot be re-
duced to a one-word verbalization.
Hourihan et al. (2009), in turn, investigated in their item-
method directed forgetting study whether selective rehearsal
was possible for difﬁcult-to-name abstract symbols. The symbols
were easily distinguished from each other but did not appear to
have an obvious name or label. Hourihan et al. (2009) found
a signiﬁcant directed forgetting effect for unnamed symbols,
indicating that nonverbal rehearsal can be used selectively to
enhance memory for TBR pictorial stimuli. As far as our stimuli
are concerned, it is rather hard to create a one-word ‘‘label’’ that
would fully describe complex images, especially emotionally
negative. Moreover, even if such a label could be created, it
would ﬁt to more than one image—in IAPS, there are many
images that depict similar objects or scenes. Speciﬁcally, in our
study—as mentioned in the Materials and methods—special
attention was devoted to counterbalance the content of images
between TBF, TBR, and ‘‘new’’ set of images (for instance, if
there was an image of a snake selected as TBF, 2 other images of
a snake would be selected to become members of TBR and new
sets of images). Interestingly, this ‘‘adjusting’’ the content of
images may be one of the reasons why strong activations of
right fusiform gyrus were associated with successful intentional
forgetting in our study. Kensinger et al. (2007) showed that the
right fusiform gyrus is involved in processing of visual details,
examining the encoding processes that led a person to
remember the exact visual details of negative and neutral
images. In their study, pairs of images were selected so that the
2 items (‘‘same’’ and ‘‘similar’’) of a pair shared the same verbal
label (e.g., were both umbrellas) but differed in other
perceptual features (e.g., color, shape, size, and orientation).
In the recognition test, same, similar, and new images were
presented. Memory for the visual details of negative items was
accentuated because of enhanced visual processing of those
stimuli during encoding: the right fusiform gyrus showed
enhanced activity, both in extent and in magnitude, during the
encoding of negative items (Kensinger et al. 2007). This is in
line with previous ﬁndings suggesting that the right fusiform
gyrus is important for the processing of the exemplar-speciﬁc
visual details of an object (Marsolek 1999; Koutstaal et al. 2001;
Simons et al. 2003; Kensinger et al. 2006). We hypothesized that
processing of visual details of presented images was also critical
not only for subsequent remembering but also for forgetting: to
efﬁciently disregard an object, one should precisely know
which object is supposed TBF.
Recently, Depue et al. (2006) examined cognitive control of
memory for verbal and nonverbal stimuli that were either
neutral or emotionally negative, utilizing a think/no-think
paradigm for face--word or face--IAPS picture pairs. Results for
both words and IAPS pictures showed that the inhibitory
inﬂuences were larger for negative than neutral items.
However, in that study, as in other think/no-think studies,
inhibitory control refers to retrieval suppression of deeply
encoded stimuli, whereas in an item-method directed forget-
ting paradigm, mechanisms leading to forgetting operate
mainly at encoding, interrupting/stopping this process. This
may be a reason why in our study less negative IAPS images
were forgotten in comparison to neutral one, that is, effect just
opposite to that reported by Depue et al. (2006).
Previous fMRI study by Wylie et al. (2008) that investigated
brain correlates of forgetting as revealed by F versus R
comparison showed unique patterns of activations associated
with intentional forgetting. That ﬁnding clearly indicated that
intentional forgetting may be viewed as an active process,
reﬂecting an effort required for preventing TBF items from being
encoded into the long-term memory. Whereas some activations
were common in the study of Wylie et al. (2008) and our study
(middle frontal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, parahippocampal
gyrus, and inferior parietal lobule), other activations differed
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probably due to some differences in the experimental design.
The main difference between the 2 studies is the type of stimuli
used, that is, words versus images. Moreover, in our study, the
memory instruction was given explicitly by presenting either
the word REMEMBER or FORGET, whereas in the study of
Wylie et al. (2008), the memory instruction was provided as
a string of 5 uppercase Xs that were colored either blue or
yellow to indicate whether subjects were supposed to re-
member or forget the word from a given trial.
Interestingly, studies that used experimental paradigms
that required inhibition at retrieval reported activations
overlapping—in some cases—with activations associated with
encoding inhibition in our study. Using the think/no-think
paradigm, Anderson et al. (2004) reported that an attempt to
suppress unwanted memories resulted in increased activation
in many frontal (BA 45, BA 46, BA 6, and BA 9) and parietal
(BA 7) regions. A part of this active inhibitory network (BA 6
and BA 7) was also active in our F > R condition. Another
think/no-think study with pairs of faces (that served as cues)
and emotionally negative IAPS pictures (as targets) showed
that memory suppression of negative information is controlled
by prefrontal right-sided regions: for the no-think versus think
contrast, increased activity was observed in BA 8, BA 9/46,
BA 47, and BA 10 (Depue et al. 2007). The latter region was
activated by presentation of F instruction that resulted in
successful intentional forgetting in our study. Altogether,
some similarities of ﬁndings obtained in studies that utilize
different experimental procedures, based on different mech-
anisms, but leading to the memory impairment (i.e., forget-
ting) seem to elicit inhibitory processes reﬂected in activation
of shared neural network.
In conclusion, the ﬁndings of this item-method directed
forgetting fMRI study reveal that forgetting of emotional
information is supported by a widely distributed neural
network, indicating more effort than forgetting of neutral
information. These differences were observed in the study
phase but not the test phase, which suggests that the directed
forgetting effect is mainly based on inhibition at the encoding
level rather than at retrieval (but see: Ullsperger et al. 2000;
Nowicka, Jednoro´g, Wypych, and Marchewka 2009). More
generally, our results suggest that ﬂexible control of memory
may be effective even in case of unpleasant memories, but still
it requires more effort than in case of neutral ones. One should
realize, however, that forgetting effects are not a robust
phenomenon and may depend on speciﬁc task situations and
experimental manipulations (Hauswald and Kissler 2008;
Quinlan et al. 2010; for discussion, see Bulevich et al. 2006).
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